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Abstract

Due to the geographical distance and for historical reasons, Chinese photographers have
had little chance to learn about Australian culture. My photographs examine the city of
Wollongong, a typical Australian city, from a cultural perspective. This will provide a
fascinating opportunity for Chinese audiences to explore this previously unknown
country

This will not only show the beautifully unique scenery of Australia, but more
importantly the exotic and diverse cultural experience rarely viewed in China will be
made available to a Chinese audience through the eye of a camera held by a Chinese
photographer.

Photography captures the object of the gaze, the most striking examples are elements of
different cultures. Cameras aim in all directions, capturing everything and anything.
Elements of cultural identity are represented within the small square frames of the
photographs making comparisons and interpretations possible. Photography is a
technology which binds together space and time, so the future is implied as well as
showing the present.

My works will analyse the cultural features of the city of Wollongong by investigating
three aspects: the beach culture; the multi-cultural and multi-religious diversity; and the
harmony between the industrial and living environments. These three aspects derive
from my subjective experience in my work, and reflect my time in Australia particularly in Wollongong. This experience is specifically influenced by my Chinese
background. These aspects are the determining reasoning as the subjective direction in
my works. They all reflect my life experience in the City of Wollongong and Australia. A
primary emphasis for me is to consider how viewers from China would relate to my
specific viewpoint of Wollongong.
1

I have been dealing with the issue of how to convey some typical Australian features,
shown in the culture of the City of Wollongong, to Chinese viewers or those from other
nations. The three aspects: beach culture, multi-cultural and multi-religious diversity and
the friendly industrial environment, reflect my understanding of Australian culture.
Furthermore, without forgetting the interaction between the viewer and my works, many
questions will be raised for the viewer regarding the choice of various lifestyles, cultural
diversities and particularly environmental protection. In the future, these photographs
can be used in different media, such as magazines, covering various subject areas in
traveling, environmental and cultural issues.
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Introduction

Since the early 1990s, the complexity of global cultural relations has been a compelling
issue in the world. On the one hand, the transactional currents of commodities,
information, media, money and people act as a homogenizing force. On the other hand,
globalisation highlights the persistence of cultural difference. The last two decades in
China has been a prosperous period in which great changes have taken place. A more
open policy and political reform has led to increasing growth of the economy, and China
has been playing an active role on the international stage. Affected by currents of
globalisation, China feels an urgent need to communicate with the world, resulting in the
present situation of a dynamic interaction in media, information, commodities and with
people.

Due to the geographical distance and for historical reasons, China has had little chance
to know Australia from a cultural perspective. This distant relationship has altered since
the increased economic cooperation and cultural information exchange programs in the
last decade between the two countries. Being aware of this demand and these
occurrences, I have chosen to locate my photography from a cultural angle of a typical
Australian city—the City of Wollongong. A Chinese viewpoint of Australia can be a
compelling subject for viewers, because the images of Wollongong have been taken
through my increasing understanding of the city in a two-year life experience. This body
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of work provides us not only with just another way of viewing the beautifully unique
scenery in Australia, but more importantly it attempts to be a persuasive platform of
cultural communication for Chinese viewers to comprehend a distant and little exposed
exotic and diverse cultural experience through the camera held by a Chinese
photographer through two years of genuine research.

In my essay, I will firstly give an introduction to the relationship between Australia and
China, which explains how dynamic the communication has currently been. In particular,
visual culture plays a prominent role in this communication. Secondly photography, as
an essential component in visual culture, has been considered as the representational
means in my works. The use of this medium is intended to express the strengthened
communication between two countries in art. Some artists from both nations will be
selected for discussion in my research in order to explain how photography acts in
cultural communication. In the third part, I will discuss the three aspects in Australian
culture I have been very interested in, which are the beach culture, the multi-cultural and
multi-religious diversity, and the harmonised industrial and living environments. These
aspects determine the subject matter that reflects my life experience in Wollongong and
Australia. Specifically, they convey a Chinese visitor’s visual travelling experience to
those potential viewers in China. Some examples will be discussed in the final part of
my paper to provide a more specific and detailed explanation of the concepts in my
works.

4

I.

Overview of interaction between Australia and China

With the trend of globalization, communication occurs frequently between Australia and
China. So far, the trading relationship between Australia and China is developing rapidly
and trade had reached U.S.$203.9 billions in 2005. As a result Australia is the ninth
highest trading partner of China (Li). Although the population of Australia is only just
over twenty million, the number of tourists who go overseas accounts for a high
proportion of the population each year. In 2004, 4,270,000 people traveled abroad from
Australia, and China is the seventh highest destination on the list of Australian favorite
overseas countries to visit. The consolidation of trading relationship between China and
Australia has pushed the development of business tourism. According to Tianzi Travel
News, twenty percent of Australian visitors traveled to China for business purposes.
China is Australia's fastest growing inbound tourist market. Tourism Australia managing
director, Scott Morrison pointed out that the Chinese market represents an enormous
long-term opportunity for Australian tourism, estimated to grow at over sixteen percent
annually and to reach about 1.2 million visitors per year by 2014. Morrison also states
that: "Tourism in Australia is focusing on targeting Chinese visitors who will spend more
and disperse widely when in Australia, spreading the economic benefits of tourism
throughout the country" (Administration of China National Tourism).

The communication and cooperation between Australia and China have been continually
5

developed in the fields of culture, education and technology. In 2002, the
Beijing Cultural Festival was held in Sydney and Melbourne, also later in the same year,
Shanghai hosted Australian Cultural Week (Xinhua News, Xinhuanet.com). Since the
Chinese government authorised Australia as one of the destinations for Chinese students
to study overseas, the number of Chinese students has become the largest among
overseas students in Australia, reaching 81,000 in 2006 (Tiansu). In a recent news
conference, Dr Brendan Nelson, while he was the minister of Australian Department of
Education and Science Training, disclosed that there were more than 70,000 overseas
students who were from China in Australia. He also encouraged more Australian
students to study in Chinese schools (Tianzi). There have been fifty-eight friendship
agreements established between Chinese and Australian cities and states (China,
Ministry of Foreign Affairs). In this new era of friendship the upward trend of a mutual
relationship will allow for understanding from both sides and encourage more exchange
of information. The more activities occur, the stronger the relationship will be, in turn
increasing the demand for exchanges of information. As such, this research on cultural
aspects of the City of Wollongong represents one aspects of this multicultural society of
Australia by conveying the character of Wollongong from a Chinese photographer’s
camera.

6

II.

Photography in cultural communication

With the increasing development of cultural communication visual culture plays a very
important role in communication. This relatively new understanding of communication
is consistent with a growing perspective in the visual social science.

II.l.

Visual cultural communications

“Visual culture” has begun to be studied as a new field over the last decade (Chaplin 1).
And even the expression ‘visual culture’ is increasingly widely used. According to John
A. Chaplin and Sarah Walker in Visual Culture: An Introduction, “visual culture” can be
roughly defined as “those material artefacts, buildings and images, time-based media and
performances, produced by human labour and imagination, which serve aesthetic
symbolic, ritualistic or ideological-political ends, and/or practical functions, and which
address the sense of sight to a significant extent’’(Chaplin 2). Moreover, visual culture
has been so important as a communicative device in the areas of economy, business and
new technology that it influences everyone’s daily experience. Visual communication is
a vital part of contemporary culture; and particularly in the city visual culture plays an
essential role.

Eilean Hooper-Greenhill points out in Museums and the Interpretation o f Visual Culture
that the understanding of communication is the basis on which culture is both maintained
7

and transformed; and the acceptance that culture has political effects and can be either
empowering or inhibiting. There is also the recognition of the significance of objects in
relation to the construction of the self, and for the development of cultural identity; these
all set new challenges for the interpretation of visual culture (150). J W. Carey, a
communication theorist, also defined culture as the meaning that people “discover in
their experience”. What is called the study of culture also can be called the study of
communications (Newton 135). Carey sees communication as culture and culture as
communication. He argues that communication does not create laws to explain events
but that communication seeks to understand events and diagnose meanings (Plowman,
Brigham Young University). Visual communication is a form of human life which is
“inseparable from culture and locates its function beyond representation within the realm
of interactions among human organisms. Visual culture connects to viewers through
communication, identity formation, and cultural mediation, presenting a world addressed
through pictures, images, and visualizations, rather than through texts and words”
(Irvine).

II.2.

Photography as part of visual culture in communication

In contemporary art, photography is no longer a historical recorder, but a popular tool
applicable in our every day life. Since photography has become more involved in our
visual life environment, “city image” has become far more pervasive in the photographic
record.
8

Figure 1. Max Dupain. 1938, Rush Hour, Kings Cross

Figure 2. David Moore. 1963, Newcastle Steelworks

In the late twentieth century, the range of visual technologies has increased and as a
result it became an increasingly important part of visual culture (Freedman 128).
Photography is an important part of visual culture. Photographs in this respect, can offer
explicit evidence of aspects of behaviour (human, animal, plant) that otherwise would
9

not be available for comment or analysis. Through photography, information is brought
into the picture (Rogoff 2:24). As David Deriu pointed out:

“ Photography is a socially

constructed way of seeing and recording... To photograph is in some way to appropriate
the object being photographed. It is a power/knowledge relationship. To have visual
knowledge of an object is in part to have power, even if only momentarily, over it”
(Deriu 118). Cameras point at culture everywhere, capturing everything and anything.
Aspects of cultural identity and comparisons between events are all represented and
interpreted within the small frame of the camera aperture. David Crouch comments that
photography provides a technology which binds together space and time. It does not only
show the current moment, but the future that viewers will enter in space and time
(Crouch 248). This emotional attachment is well presented in both Max Dupain’s Kings
Cross in 1938 and David Moore’s Newcastle of the early 1960’s. Standing in front of the
image, viewers read not only a historic moment, but feel like they are in a time machine,
through which they travel back to our past, our memory. Moreover, looking at the earlier
appearance of cities, we may be conscious of what we have done to our life,
environmentally and individually. This function of photography as a means to evoke
some sort of awareness and further discussions beyond the momentary snapshot, has
been my main research concern.

Photography offers an opportunity for people to express their perception of the world
and to communicate with each other through personal records of daily life. Nowadays
messages circulate visually throughout the world in news items as well as in advertising.
10

Images are carriers of information and produce pleasures and pains. Images are closely
related to lifestyle, which determine the way of consumption and mediate power
relations (Rogoff 2:24). Some people feel that it is easier to understand and perceive
modern life through images. Therefore photographers observe, participate, record,
analyze and immerse themselves in the culture of the observed, reporting what they find,
they continue to observe (Newton 135).

Figure 3. Mike Stone, 2005, Weifang Kite Festival China
Figure 4. Mike Stone, 2005, Hoops
Many artists from both Australia and China experience and observe exotic cultures and
express their impressions through their photographs. For instance, from an Australian
artist’s perspective both Hayley Andersonsand Mike Stone’s cameras depict everyday
life in China in ways that seems very interesting (Figures 3-7). These photographs
describe how a foreigner observes the average Chinese in their routine life. The artist’s
own life experiences in Australia may be either similar or completely different. Perhaps
this implication, hidden behind the images, could emerge from the simple events and it
will be interpreted differently by viewers. For instance, everyday life in China seems to
be fascinating for Anderson and Stone, as they capture normal Chinese routine life
11
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through their Australian eyes. Looking at their work, viewers may also wonder whether
these artist’s own life encounters the same emotions or different perceptions. Therefore
according to the viewer’s own experience, various interpretations may occur at different
levels of communication.

Figure 5. Hayley Anderson, 2003, Nanning Gamblers China
Figure 6. Hayley Anderson, 2003, Silvermine Bay China

Figure 7. Hayley Anderson, 2003, Street China
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Some other artists may be attracted by those natural sceneries offering a visual
experience of appreciating a distinctive geographical landscape or customs and traditions.
Jamie Robertson is one of these artists, who has managed to capture the unique and
extraordinary landscape in China. The beauty and grandeur of nature can be appreciated
by anyone from every comer in the world (Figures 8-11).

Figure 8. Jamie Robertson, 2003-2005, China series
Figure 9. Jamie Robertson, 2003-2005, China series

Figure 10. Jamie Robertson, 2003-2005, China series
13

Figure 11. Jamie Robertson, 2003-2005, China series
As a form of communication, photography has also been used to introduce Australia to
Chinese viewers through the work of some Chinese artists, such as Huang Juzheng.
These pictures not only depict a beautiful country with so much exotic scenery, but also
convey the artists’ emotional expression and cultural identity through these richly
representational images. From Wu Luming’s and Xu Ruikang’s beach images to Huang
Juzheng’s city culture (Figures 12-14), and Cui Duosheng’s farm scenes (Figures 15-17),
viewers from China will experience diverse views of Australia. The emphasis on
particular subject matter produced by Chinese artists, who travel to Australia and capture
the most impressive views, share similar artistic purposes as Australians Anderson and
Stone.

Figure 12. Huang Juzheng, 2005 Australia City Series
Figure 13. Huang Juzheng, 2005 Australia City Series
Figure 14. Huang Juzheng, 2005 Australia City Series
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Figure 15. Cui Duosheng, 2004, Series o f Australian Landscape
Figure 16. Cui Duosheng, 2004, Series o f Australian Landscape
Figure 17. Cui Duosheng, 2004, Series o f Australian Landscape

III.

Cultural aspects of Wollongong

Since cities have been the keys to the development of modem society, many
contemporary artists, such as Australian photographer Bill Henson have paid attention to
people’s living situations as a way of exploring the developmental processes of society.
Henson is an explorer of the ambiguous spaces that “exist between day and night, nature
and civilization, youth and adulthood, male and female” (Cooper). His photographs of
landscapes at dusk, of the industrial 'no-man's land' that “lies on the outskirts of our
cities and of androgynous girls and boys adrift in the nocturnal turmoil of adolescence
are painterly tableaux that continue the tradition of romantic literature and painting in
our post-industrial age” (Cooper). Artists are engaged in city culture to penetrate
aesthetically into its underlying reality by analysing the characters and features of visual
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culture. Photography grasps the object of the gaze, and for many photographers, the most
striking images are of exotic culture.

The City of Wollongong is Australia's ninth largest city. There are many fascinating
aspects of Wollongong, including a shadowy aspect such as that explored by Bill Henson.
The name Wollongong, for instance, has various suggested meanings. Even though the
reasons of having this name are unclear from the suggestion we can still note its relation
to water, or the ocean, which is regarded as an important background influential on the
modem culture of Wollongong.

George Thruton 1896 (358), compiled a list of place names “Wollongong should be
pronounced Woolyungah and means “five islands”. "Woollungah" is the correct
Aboriginal name for Wollongong, according to Aboriginal Billy Saddler (of "Nioka" Port
Kembla). Woollungah means a place where a marriage took place between the son of
one great king and the daughter of another great king, long before Captain Cook found
this country. The word also means that there was a great feast of fish and other good
things at the wedding, which was such a remarkable event that the place was named after
it. The name has also been spelled "Wullungah’ according to reference material under
‘place name’ in the Wollongong City Library website.

Wollongong has also been thought to be from "Wol-lon-yuh" meaning "sound of the
sea". Other versions of the word are "Wolonya, "Wollonga" and "Woolyunyal". The
16

meaning of the word, according to positive information handed down traditionally from
a great-niece of Dr Throsby (website Wollongong city library) is "the sound of the sea".
The word was pronounced Woll-long-gong, the second syllable being accented, and is
supposedly onomatopoeic for the pounding and surging of the waves.

Anther interpretation is that it is an expression of surprise and fear uttered by the
Aborigines when they first saw a ship in full sail. This has been rendered as "see! The
monster comes". According to this view the original word was actually pronounced
"Nywoolyamgungh" (website, Wollongong city library).

Some other suggested meanings are: hard ground near water; song of the sea or sound of
the waves; many snakes (website, Wollongong city library) In 1964 a list of meanings
prepared by John Brown. In this, Wollongong was called after Flagstaff Point, like a
man’s forehead (Organ 391).

II.1.

Beach culture in Wollongong

As a resident of Wollongong, I have been looking for the unique character of
Wollongong from a Chinese viewpoint. I have been aware of the importance of
Wollongong’s beach culture, as well as the multi-cultural and multi-religious diversity,
situated in an industrial environment. Considering the future utilisation of my images
which might appear in the Chinese mass media, I was initially concerned about the
17

subtle relationship of artistic perceptions to popular preference. Therefore the subject
matter became vital in my research. Peter Howard argues that artists’ preferences have
indeed influenced the public tendency dramatically over time (109). Thus in my case, the
photographs that I will show to the Chinese viewers will be evidence of the reality of this
foreign country, which might be believed by those Chinese viewers and might also guide
their future travel destinations.

On the other hand, artists’ individual experience will also have an effect on their artistic
perception too. When Chinese artists move to Australia their status in society changes
from a professional artist living in a comfortable zone to that of a vulnerable and
unstable living condition. Such an artist is Liu Xiaoxian who moved to Australia in 1990.
These artists exist as drifting elements in a foreign society. Their cultural concern has
altered, shifting from the subject, which was related to social and political situations and
artistic movements, to a combination of Chinese themes and Western modernist style,
such as in Liu Xiaoxian’s photomontage Huangfu In and out -Contemporary Chinese Art
from China and Australia) - Figure 25.

Being an international student, I have had different experiences from those earlier
Chinese migrants to Australia. I see my experience as being advantageous in that it has
provided me with a new angle of seeing and understanding Wollongong society in many
different ways. By contrast with less financial pressure than earlier-comers, and more
interest in a diverse cultural study, I intentionally chose the leisure beach culture and
18

multiculturalism that reveals my understanding of the current social situation, being the
most impressive elements acting upon me. This also attempts to capture the attention of
my assumed Chinese viewers, who share a similar cultural background and life
experience and attitude towards life as me.

The purpose of my research in visual culture in Wollongong intends to present a body of
images of what Australia looks like to Chinese viewers. Chinese viewers may obtain
more understanding or visual experience of culture in Australia. Moreover, since
Wollongong has been well-developed both in its culture and economy in a complex
environment in recent decades, the research on Wollongong could also be beneficial to
some Chinese cities, who are in a similar situation of coping with culture and economy
together.

‘Ocean culture’ has played an essential role in the development of Australian culture
historically. Here the particular features of ‘ocean culture’ are defined as open, exploring
and adventurous which seem to be more willing to accept exotic culture and strives to
develop it (Wu). Australia, as a multi-cultural nation has its own unique culture and
lifestyle within the characters of being an ‘ocean culture’ country. People from every
comer of the world have migrated to Australia and contributed their diversity to
Australian culture. Australian cities built along beaches have become a focal point of
'living' culture.

19

‘Beach culture’ as a particular component of ‘ocean culture’, makes up a major part in
modem Autralian culture. Geoffery Dutton (160) argues that the tradition of the beach in
many various aspects was very important to the nation’s character. This is despite the
fact that the culture of bush and bushman had dominated Australian tradition and
legends. But the hundreds of miles of marvellous beaches as shown in Frank Hurley’s
Coolangatta Beach all around the continent, and the cities that spill on to beaches have
presented great opportunities for the character of hedonism and freedom. Max Dupain,
an excellent photograher of beach culture, showed his observation and perception of
Australian life and seascape by photographing the purity and elegance of the line and
forms of the beauty in the nature of seascape. A retrospective exhibition, M ax’s
Illawarra and South Coast Landscape, at the Wollongong City Gallery in 1998 depicted
the long breaking waves and the glitter and dazzle of the water. His human figures by the
sea have been characterised by his emotional response to his subject and his decision “to
fix a natural composition at an exact moment of time and within exact limits” (Crombie).

Figure 18. Max Dupain, 1937, Mosman Bay
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Figure 19. Frank Hurley, 1910-1962, Coolangatta Beach, Queensland

In Wollongong, people enjoy boating, fishing, and going to the beach or the pool. For
most people, it is associated with leisure activities and conversing with nature. ‘Beach
Culture’ is rapidly becoming a popular expression, reflecting the fact that for many
Australians, both native and new, it has been an intrinsic part of Australian life. Whether
it is riding the waves in the early morning for the surfers; a suburban family's destination
for a day out; eating at an alfresco café (hopefully with a water-view); or choosing beach
clothing - ‘beach culture’ is echoed in many ways in Wollongong.

Some Australian photographers have been greatly inspired by the sea and beach and the
ocean offers them endless and abundant inspiring subject matter. An example is Narelle
Autio’s enchanting image, Coastal Dwellers (Figure 18) which is very much about the
way Australians live around the beach. Her beautiful works attract me through the
21

diverse and constantly changing light from Australian natural coast, giving a stage-like
atmosphere after her subjective adjustment of hues and tone. She explained that she
found the ocean was a place that she is forever returning to for pleasure. The
uncontrollable power of the ocean has always given her an energy that she could not feel
elsewhere (Dutton 13).

Figure 20. Narelle Autio, 2004, Coastal Dwellers

By contrast, Chinese culture has always been emphasised as an inland environment, thus
the beach seems to be an attractive and well-selected subject for Chinese viewers. In my
works, I have represented the great influence from the ocean on the city. The sandy
beach will be taken as one major theme of beach culture, as it is particularly a scene that
is rarely seen in China. This will evoke the interests of those potential travellers who
either like sea or who are eager to enjoy the same experiences as Wollongong residents
do. Due to their general lack of sea experience, these images will also convey a
sensational experience of feeling the ocean without leaving home.

22

Figure 21 .Wu Luming, 2000, Australia series 1
Figure 22. Wu Luming, 2000, Australia series 2

Figure 23. Xu Ruikang, 2000, Australia Beach
Figure 24. Xu Ruikang, 2000, Australia Sydney Opera House

III.2.

Multi-cultures and multi-religions in Wollongong

Through globalization, many big cities are chosen by different countries as their focus of
population migration. Multicultural cities have been founded with some hope that people
get along well in the city, with neither discrimination, nor racism and conflict between
23

races. The cultural situation in Wollongong to some extent leads to a promising future in
which people live in a united society. The variety of culture has been regarded as a
character of culture in Wollongong. The well-built environment of Wollongong stands
for the co-existence of newness and oldness, which includes relics of an older history as
well as individual new city buildings. People are encouraged to foster an understanding
of multiculturalism, to respect diversity, and to cherish traditions as well as a
commitment to innovation. The following text is from "The Charter o f the People o f
Wollongong (Wollongong City Council).

We the people o f Wollongong are determined:
To ensure the right o f all our community to enjoy equal rights and be treated
with equal respect, regardless o f colour, race, ethnicity, creed or religion
To support an immigration policy wholly non-discriminatory on grounds o f
colour, race, ethnicity, creed or religions.

Wollongong is a city of many cultures; the number of people bom overseas in the 2001
Census was 30.5%, higher than the national average. English is stated as the only
language spoken at home by 63.3% people with 26.9% people speaking another
language other than English (Wollongong City Council). The diversity of religious
customs and the multi-language services in religious venues emphasize multi-religious
concepts. Even in the University of Wollongong, students are from different religious
backgrounds, which are provided for in the variety of religious services available in the
24

university. People in Wollongong enjoy living in such a diverse, active and friendly
environment.

Artists can thus express their feelings and experiences in such a multicultural community.
Chinese contemporary photographer, Liu Xiaoxian is one of these artists. Liu Xiaoxian
was bom in China and raised during the Cultural Revolution. He emigrated from Beijing
to Sydney in 1990. Over the last ten years, Xiaoxian has created compelling and
challenging photographic tableaux based on his extensive collection of vintage
Australian photo albums. He explores issues of “immigration, assimilation and
coexistence in a playful sequence of board games combining different cultural rules and
objectives” (Huangfu 17).

Figure 25. Liu Xiaoxian Liu, 2004, Home

As well as cityscapes, religion is another interesting topic to many Chinese readers. For
historical and political reasons, the majority of contemporary Chinese have been in a
relative disconnected state with all religions since 1949. This situation has changed since
the 1980’s with the Open Policy in China with more access and freedom to some
25

religions. Therefore from a religious perspective, introducing Australia to Chinese
viewers may seem more interesting and intriguing. There are many different churches
and temples from diverse cultures existing in Wollongong, which represent the
multicultural environments of Australia. My photographs convey the uniqueness and
particularity of Wollongong’s religious aspect for Chinese readers, which aim to evoke
their curiosity and interest in understanding the profound meanings of various religions.

III.3.

Industry and city

In terms of ‘modernisation’ many cities have normally focused on industrial production
to develop the capacity for growth, accommodation and many other aspects of city living.
These features are fundamental to improve the efficiency of developing resources,
increasing the industrial benefits of the city and encouraging competitive advantages and
capabilities. However, as the gateway to the south coast of New South Wales,
Wollongong advertises itself as “Australia's most liveable regional city.

Whether you

prefer your leisure revved up or chilled out, Wollongong's diverse range of recreational
opportunities is bound to please” (Tourism Wollongong). Rapidly gaining a reputation
worldwide for adventure sports, the city also has cultivated cultural attractions, and is
home to wonderful natural scenery and bush land.

Conversely in China, the rapid pace in the economy has created confusion and
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constructive damages in the development of cities on a larger scale than the damage to
the environment seen in Wollongong. Some thoughtless exploitation has ruined the
natural environment in resources, climate and many other living condition (Wang). It has
become an inescapable issue in China that regulation and policies must be launched in
accordance with the purpose of setting up harmony between growth of economy and
natural environment in the country.

In my photographs, I am concerned with the interaction of industry and living in the city.
My work will avoid any political tendencies, but will foreground an artistic angle on
how to cope with urbanisation issues by interpreting Wollongong’s actual appearance.
The representations are aimed to discover the balance and harmony in the society in
relation to industrialisation. These works also raise questions as to how to learn from
others’ experiences in urbanisation - how to destroy less of the natural environment
through greedy overuse.

IV.

Documentation and story of photographs

IV. 1.

Beach
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Figure 26. Yuan Fu, 2005, 2005#105

Figure 27. Yuan Fu, 2005, 2005#109

When one thinks of an Australian beach, one thinks of glorious open sand and sea. A
child does not necessarily need all that, just a little patch of sand and sea between rocks
for running, and swimming. The family holiday by the beach is not only about having a
good time. Often children for once have time to be with their fathers, and it is never
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boring, for there is always something to do. However, for me there is another issue,
which is that of death and dangers, and the reminder that tears, like the sea, are salt.
Parents sit at a distance and watch their children play by the sea. Why do these parents
leave their children by themselves? It seems to me that this is a sort of spirit of ocean
culture of which Australia is a part, which advocates being adventurous and experiencing
the real world compared with the inland culture of China.

On the contrary, the ‘one child policy’ in China has led to an unhealthy situation in
which children are often spoiled and have been given little chance to understand the
dangers of real life. Many of these children have become less adventurous because of
their parent’s over-protection. This young generation is often described as ‘green-house
flowers’, which means they live in a warm and ideal environment, without being offered
a natural/real living situation. My concern is how parental protection will affect their
children’s future. I have attempted to bring up the issue of generational education in my
photography for the viewers in China. Meanwhile I would like to put forward a
suggestion of ‘letting them try by themselves’ by introducing an exotic educational
atmosphere for Chinese viewers.

IV.2.

Religions
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Figure 28. Yuan Fu, 2006, 2006W 410

I am very impressed by the warm assistance and aid from religions in Wollongong,
which encourage people to help each other, especially to the new-comer. In Corrimal
Gospel Chapel, there is a free language course run by the church. (Corrimal is a suburb
o f Wollongong). There is also a monthly student dinner for some special occasions, New
Year’s Eve for instance, and students receive presents from the church as well. This
group of photographs were shot at the time that students were having their monthly
dinner at the church. The older people serving at the church are all in their sixties and
seventies. They volunteer to offer free lessons to overseas students and serve them free
dinners. It is a touching picture to the viewers to see how these elders pass their love and
generosity to these new-comers and make them comfortable and easy in a foreign society.
This not only helps these students deal with physical experience, but also builds up their
mental confidence.

I took another series of photographs on the theme of religious perspective—Nantien
Temple. It is the largest Buddhist temple in the southern hemisphere and it is in the south
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of Wollongong. Nantien Temple has become one of the famous tourist sightseeing sites
in Wollongong. Hundreds of thousand people come to visit and pray for their family,
friends and world peace. Wollongong City Council charged only one dollar for the land
when it was first founded. This best reflects the supportive action from the government
for establishing a multi-cultural and multi-religious society. This temple itself is a
combination of the West and the East in regard to its architecture. For example, Nantien
Temple maintains the appearance of Eastern architectural tradition, but applies Western
construction and materials. Traditional Chinese temples were normally built up of timber
with rivet technique (Liangsicheng 13).

Figure 29. Yuan Fu, 2006, 2006#0223
I took this photo when I was waiting for a friend who was praying in the temple. The
particularity of this photo is that the Australia flag is flying above a Buddhist temple in
the air of Australia. It is rare to see national flag hanging in a temple in China, whereas it
is quite common to see flags in some Australian churches.
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IV.3.

Industry and city

Figure 30.Yuan Fu, 2005, 2005#125

Global warming has been increasingly causing climate and environmental changes,
which have been getting worse with the development of society and the economy.
Over-exploitation of natural resources has greatly destroyed our planet and is
endangering human existence.

In the normal Chinese understanding of an industrial city, there would be mountains of
coal and huge smokestacks belching pollution into the air, full of a smoky smell and ugly
appearance. When I first arrived in Wollongong, I was very surprised to see such a huge
industrial area but in a charming and beautiful designed environment. In the latest report,
in the top twenty most polluted cities in the world, half are in China (Wang). Therefore,
environmental improvement will greatly affect China’s economic development in the
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future. With increasing urbanization and industrialization, the areas of pollution will
expand, unless measures are put in place. According to a report from Chinese Water
Conservancy Department, seventy percent of rivers and lakes have been polluted at
variable levels (Liu). Even worse, China’s sea environment has become the worst
polluted in the world. Because of my concerns about the environmental reality in current
China, I have taken some photographs to express my awareness.

This photo was taken near Wollongong’s beach, which is backgrounded by the Blue
Steel Company, ranked three hundred and two among five hundred global steel
companies (Enorth). The steel industry in Wollongong used to severely pollute the living
environment in the 1970s. However, having been regulated for several decades, the
pollution level has been significantly reduced. The steelworks and council have taken
measures to reduce the serious pollution by replanting native trees, introducing heavy
fines for exceeding emission together with many other effective actions. Although
industrial pollution still exists, the improvement and measures taken by government in
controlling pollution may be well discussed in terms of the process of modernisation of
the city. The industrial atmosphere in my photograph appears as a massive background
to the city. However, we cannot see great industrial pollution impacting on the city’s
environment, with any depressing atmospheric feeling. What we can see from the city is
its dynamic active life style. People enjoy activity by the sea which is very close to the
industrial area. The night scenes are also beautiful, in which the industry lights not only
brighten up the sky, but also the life of the city. The implication is that for our living
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environment in China, cities should be playing an essential role in the decision to
organise and design the whole blueprint of city and industry together to control
pollution.

Conclusion

Visual culture, being one of major means of transferring information, has contributed to
the constitution of the modem city culture. The way of propagation and consumption
carried by images is a key feature of my photographs of the human scenes and city
culture. The visual sensibility consists not only of the city’s appearance and scenery but
also reflects the diversity of city visual culture. My images of Wollongong represent its
great public appearance, life experiences and an artistic creativity from a Chinese
perspective. Photographs may demonstrate the meaning and function of a place and play
a powerful cultural role in contemporary phenomena. Although the initial intention of
taking these photographs was to provide materials for mass media, the chance of
undertaking this research indeed requires me to regard it as artistic creativity.

In my research, I have been dealing with the issue of how to convey some typical
Australian features from my point of view, shown in the culture of the City of
Wollongong, to Chinese viewers or those from other nations. The three aspects, of my
presentation, beach culture, the multi-cultural and multi-religious atmosphere, and of the
representation an industrial environment, reflect my understanding of some culture in
Australia. Having been living in Wollongong for nearly two years, the unforgettable life
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experience of a foreign city not only broadens my visual expression in my works, but
also gives me a new level of exploration and contemplation on the relationship between
human and nature, life and art, which can be tracked through my photographs. In the
future, these photographs can be used in different media, such magazines, covering
various areas in traveling, environmental and cultural issues. Through the interaction
between viewers and my works, discussions may be raised by viewers, particularly
Chinese viewer, in regard to choosing various lifestyles, cultural diversities and
particularly environmental protection.
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